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Objectives: 

• To introduce the evaluation criteria of simplicity and generality, and 

• To show how the criteria of simplicity and generality have led to the development of the 

core aspects of the theory, which include the characterization of a natural class and the 

formal structure of a phonological rule.  
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1 Introduction  
Our central concern in the present module is to show how distinctive features and rule 

formalism, the core aspects of the theory of generative phonology, critically depend on the 

evaluation criteria of simplicity and generality.  We begin with the notions of simplicity as 

defined in the theory. We then turn to show how the use of distinctive features accounts for 

some crucial aspects of generative phonology, including the nature of phonological 

representations and the formulation of natural phonological processes.  

 

2 Criteria of Simplicity and Generality  

The goals of generative phonology are in accordance with the goals of generative grammar, as 

discussed in various publications of Chomsky and his colleagues. Recall from the discussion in 

the preceding module that the main goal of generative grammar is to account for the native 

speaker-hearer’s knowledge of his language. The choice between the grammars is determined 

by the evaluation criteria of Simplicity and Generality.  

In one of the earliest and most famous introductions to the theory of generative phonology- 

Morris Halle’s Phonology in generative grammar (1962)- we are introduced to a mechanical 

procedure for choosing one description over others.  
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 I shall outline in detail some consequences of these abstract conditions on the form of phonological 

 descriptions and exhibit the manner in which, by mechanical application of the proposed simplicity 

 measure, certain formulations are chosen from among several alternatives. The plausibility and intrinsic 

 appeal of the descriptions so selected will provide the primary justification not only for the proposed 

 simplicity criterion, but also for the theory of generative grammar, of which the criterion is an integral 

 part. 
Halle (1962:381) 

 

The mechanical procedure is termed as Simplicity, understood in the sense of brevity. A 

description considered preferable to others is shorter than the others. The brevity of 

descriptions is measured in terms of the number of alphabetic symbols in them.  

 The measure of length that apparently possesses the desired properties is the number of alphabetic 
 symbols … or the symbols by which these are replaced in later examples) appearing in the 
 description. Given two alternative descriptions of a particular body of data, the description containing 
 fewer such symbols will be regarded as simpler and will, therefore, be preferred over the other. 

Halle (1962:380-81) 

 

For example, the statement in (2) is simpler than the statement in (1) on the grounds of brevity. 

 

  (1) /p/ is replaced by /b/ if preceded by /m/  

  (2) /p/ --> /b/   /m/ ___  

 

(2) is alphabetically shorter than (1) and is thus preferable.  

When we consider how the criteria of simplicity and generality apply to other aspects of 

grammar, we find that they apply to both phonological rules and representations in significant 

ways. These are, in the main, as follows:  

  

(3)  

• The use of distinctive features in the rules in place of symbols for phonetic segments 
(such as [m t u a], etc.  
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• The omission of redundant features from the lexical representations of forms by means 
of Redundancy rules. 

• The form of the rules in terms of abbreviatory devices such as Greek variables and 
brackets.   

• The order in which rules are stated in the grammar.   

We take the first three of these below for further elaboration. The last one is the topic of 

discussion in the following module.  

3 Representation of phonological forms in terms of distinctive feature matrices 

Distinctive features characterize natural classes 

In modules 32 and 33 on distinctive features in the course ‘Introduction to Phonetics and 

Phonology’, we saw that distinctive features are critically significant in characterizing a natural 

class. It is characteristic of phonological rules that they involve natural classes. We looked at, 

for example, the Austro-Asiatic language Kharia, which has the following obstruent 

consonants. 

 (4) 

 Plosives: /p b t d k ɡ/ 

 Affricates: /ʦ ʣ ʧ ʤ/ 

 Fricatives: /f v s z ʃ x/ 

In Kharia, the following processes are found to apply 

 (5) 

 i. voiced plosives and affricates are devoiced word-finally,  

 ii. affricates and fricatives assimilate totally to the following plosive, and  

 iii. voiceless plosives are voiced before nasals.  

Thus, plosives and affricates form a natural class and exclude fricatives. Fricatives and 

affricates, too, form a natural class and exclude plosives. However, plosives and fricatives do 

not form a natural class and do not exclude affricates.  
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Distinctive features rule out unnatural classes 

On close examination, we find that in a language that has all the three obstruent types- 

plosives, fricatives and affricates, there is never the case that plosives and fricatives form a 

natural class by excluding affricates. Affricates alone can form a natural class, obviously, but 

they are never excluded from a class in a language that has all three obstruent types.  

Why is this so?  

The answer to that question lies in the combination of the distinctive features in characterizing 

the obstruents. The features crucially involved in characterizing them are [±sonorant], 

[±continuant] and  [±delayed release]. Plosives and affricates are [-sonorant, -continuant], 

Fricatives and affricates are [-sonorant, +delayed release]. Plosives and fricatives, however, 

cannot be represented by themselves, by excluding affricates. Affricates share the feature [-

continuant] with plosives, and are distinguished from fricatives in that feature specification. 

Affricates and fricatives share the feature [+ delayed release], and are distinguished from 

plosives in that feature specification. However, plosives and fricatives do not share a feature 

specification that distinguishes them from affricates.  Thus, in a language that has the three 

obstruent types- plosives, affricates and fricatives, a rule that involves plosives and fricatives 

and leaves out affricates is an impossible rule. Note that in a language that does not have 

affricates, but has only plosives and fricatives, the two obstruent types can simply be 

characterized with the feature specification [-sonorant]. This cannot be done for plosives and 

fricatives, if affricates have to be excluded. Thus the theory of distinctive features provides an 

insightful explanation of the notions of a natural class of sounds and a possible phonological 

rule.  

Along the above line of discussion is the following classic argument:  if natural classes and 

phonological rules are expressed in terms of the phonological symbols, such as /p b t d f v s z/, 

etc. or in terms of informal phonological terms, such as ‘Plosives and Fricatives’, there is 

nothing to restrain grouping them into classes, as there is with the distinctive features. It is 

simply not possible to have distinctive feature specifications for impossible natural classes.  

Natural classes 
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Let us now turn to characterize segments as natural classes. Look at the following groups. 

  (6) (i)  a. Voiceless Fricatives and affricates    

  b. Voiced plosives, fricatives and affricates  
  c. Liquids and semivowels    
  d. Dental and retroflex consonants  
  e. Palatal and velar consonants  
 
 (ii)  a. Back and central vowels  
  b. High and mid vowels  
  c. Mid and low vowels  
 
 (iii) a. Velar consonants and high back vowels  
  b. Palatal consonants and high front vowel  
All of the above are groups of sounds that belong to natural classes. All of them can be stated 

in terms of a set of distinctive features, as given below: 

   (7) (i) a. [+cons, -syll, -son, +del rel, -voice] 

 b. [+cons, -syll, -son, +voice] 
 c. [-cons, -syll, +son, -nasal] 
 d. [+cons, -syll, +cor, -high] 
 e. [+cons, -syll, -cor, +high] 
 
(ii) a. [-cons, +syll, +back]  
 b. [-cons, +syll, -low] 
 c. [-cons, +syll, -high]   
 
(iii) a. [+high, +back] 
 b. [+high, -back] 

Given the sets of distinctive features, we are able to identify the sounds that they characterize. 

In so doing, although, it is often possible to identify the sounds exhaustively, it is necessary to 

be aware of the inventory of the sound segments in the grammar. For example, given the 

feature set (i a), it can stand for all the possible voiceless fricatives and affricates. However, in 

specific languages it stands for different sounds. In Language X, for example, with the 
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obstruent segments /p b t d k g ʧ ʤ f v s z h/, the sounds that the feature set stands for are [ʧ f 

s h/, but in Language Y, with the obstruent segments /p b t d k g ʤ f v s ʃ ɦ/, it stands for the 

segments /f s ʃ/. When we use distinctive features in phonological rules, the feature sets have to 

be selected to characterize the relevant segments.  

 Exercise 1: Look at the segments in the inventories of the relevant sounds and tell 

 what sounds they refer to.  

 (8)  
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(9) 

 

 

 

Now, use the feature sets for the classes of sounds in Khasi and in Khezha according to the 

lists in (8) and (9), respectively. Give the lists of segments for each (e.g. [+sonorant]) in the 

two languages.   

4. Use of a minimum number of distinctive features  

There are at least three different ways in which the distinctive features for characterizing 

natural classes are minimized.  

One, predictable features can be excluded from the set. If you pay close attention to the feature 

sets in (7) against the natural classes of sounds in (6) above, you will notice that for certain 

classes of segments some of the features are predictable. Thus for plosives, fricatives and 

affricates, as shown in (7. i. a) and (7. i. b), the following three features must occur- [+cons, -
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syll, -son]. Among them there is an implicational relation: if a segment is [-son], then it must 

also be [+cons, -syll]. In such a situation, it is sufficient to mention [-son]. The features 

[+cons, -syll] are predictable from it. Obstruents are distinguished from sonorants simply by 

the feature [±sonorant]. 

Two, smaller sets of features are used for larger segment classes; the fewer the features 

specified, the larger the set, while the more the features specified, the smaller the set. 

For instance, certain consonants and vowels share features, such as [+- back]. In such an 

event, the features [±cons, ±syll] cannot be stated, as they are used to distinguish between the 

two major classes of sounds, not to group them as one class. This is the reason why for the 

sounds in (6. .ii. a) and (6. iii. b) the features [±cons, ±syll] are excluded as in in (7. iii. a) 

and (7. iii. b).   

Three, a specific distinctive feature or a set of distinctive features may be redundant in a 

specific language. For instance, in a language in which there are only plosives and fricatives 

among obstruents, the feature [±del rel] is not required, as the feature [±cont] can by itself 

distinguish plosives from fricatives. Although, fricatives are [+del rel], this feature is used for 

fricatives and affricates only when fricatives and affricates are referred together or when 

affricates must be distinguished from plosives, both of which are [-cont].  

  

5. Formulations of rules in terms of distinctive features 

5.1 The structure of a phonological rule  

A phonological rule in generative phonology has the following structure 

 (a) Focus (b) Structural Change (c) Trigger or environment ((d)-Condition(s))  

The last of the parts is optional. The basic three-part structure is separated into two different 

terms of reference in rule application: Structural Description (SD) and Structural Change (SC). 
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The SD of a rule is the Focus and the Context in which a segment or class of segments occurs. 

And SC is (a) the Focus and (b) the Change. Thus, consider a rule such as (10): 

 (10) Kharia Devoicing Rule 

  [-son, -cont, +voice] > [-voice] / _____## 

   i.e. voiced plosives and affricates are devoiced word-finally. 
 
The rule has the following structure: 
(11) 
 

  
    
A phonological rule in a language is subject to the following convention:  
 
 (12) 
 A rule applies when its SD is met; the rule then must bring about a change in the form 
 of its SC.  
 

(13) Tamil Stop Voicing: 

 [-son, -cont, -voice] -->[+voice] / [+nasal] ______ 

Informally, the rule states that in Tamil voiceless plosives (/p t t ̲ʈ ʧ k/) are voiced ([b d 

d ̲ʤ ɡ]) following nasal consonants (/m n n ̲ɳ ɲ/). (As there are no nasal vowels in 

Tamil, [+nasal] unambiguously refers to nasal consonants.) The SD of the rule is 

[+nasal] [-son, -cont, -voice], i.e. a nasal consonant followed by a (voiced) plosive. 

The SC of the rule is [+nasal] [-son, -cont, +voice]. By the convention of rule 

application in generative grammar, wherever a string of [+nasal] [-son, -cont, -voice] is 
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found, Rule (12) applies and brings about a change in it resulting in [+nasal] [-son, -

cont, +voice]. Examples of the application of the rule (see Asher 1982). 

 Exercise-2: 

 Look at the data on Luganda liquids. Write the formal rule using distinctive 

 features, state the SD and SC parts of the rule and show how the rule applies to 

 the data: 

 Words   Gloss   Words  Gloss 

  lja   ‘eat’   lwana  ‘fight’  
 lu:la  ‘sit’   bulira  ‘tell’ 
 dira  ‘sound’  mmere  ‘food’ 
 ŋgalo  ‘finger’  kwera  ‘to sweep’  

 

Exercise-3: 

Refer to the feature chart produced below and define the following classes in terms of 
distinctive features.  
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As Odden (2013: 62) explains, “Each segment is a voiceless obstruent, and, equally importantly, 
every voiceless obstruent of the language is included in this first set.”  This could then be 
specified by [-sonorant, -voice].  What if we specified [+consonantal]?  
As the obstruents (or [-sonorant]) are all [+consonantal], the specification of [-sonorant] is 
sufficient here. We can go a step further and simply say [-voice]. How? Notice that [-sonorant] 
consonants are all [-voice]. So, [-voice] implies [-sonorant]. The latter then need not be 
specified. The conclusion to be drawn from this discussion is that use features only when you 
cannot do without them.  

This is what has determined the choice of the distinctive features for the sets of segments in 
Exercise-3 above. Mark that all the sonorants there are [+voice]. Would the presence of 
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voiceless sonorants in the language affect the set of distinctive features used above? The 
answer is ‘No’, because the feature [+- voice] would easily distinguish them. However, the 
addition of a glottal stop [ʔ] cannot be specified with the existing set of features. We would 
need the feature [+-constricted glottis] to identify them. As the glottal stop is voiceless, would 
there be need to include [-voice] in the specification for it? Not really, since the glottal stop is 
without any voiced counterpart. The specification [+constricted glottis] would unambiguously 
get it.  

Usually when there is a single segment involved in a rule, it is possible to use a phonetic 

symbol for it. For example, in English, a word-final /g/ is elided when preceded by /  ŋ/. In such 

a case, the rule can be written using the relevant symbols. 

 (14) 

 /g/ --> ø / ŋ ___] 

Another context in which phonetic symbols can be used is when the segments do not make a 

natural class, as the RUKI rule in Sanskrit, according to which /s/ changes to [ʂ] when preceded 

by /r/ /u/ /k/ and /i/, as in the following examples (see Burrow 1965:79), reproduced from  

https://www.slideshare.net/CharlesPrescott1/piertr-48982364: 

 (15) 

 /s/ -->[ʂ] / {r, u, k, i}______ 

In the presence of a natural class, however, distinctive features have to be used to characterize 

it.   

 

The use of brackets and Greek variables  
 
 Generative phonology introduced the use of brackets, Greek variable and mathematical 
symbols in order to simplify grammars. Look at the symbols below as examples: 
 (16)  
 Brackets: /  /, [ ], ( ), { }, <><>,  

Greek variables: α, β, γ 
 Mathematical symbols: C0, C2, C2

1 
 
Other abbreviatory devices include collapsing rules that share common structural change. 
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Excellent discussions of these abbreviatory devices as part of generative linguistic notation is 
found in Clark et al. (2007:141-47) and Odden (2005: 157-160), among other text-books on 
phonetics and phonology. You are advised to go to these sources for an introduction to the 
topic.  
 

Summary 

The discussion in this module has centred around one of the most important aspects of 

generative phonology- the nature of phonological representations and phonological rules. We 

began with relating the issue with the realization of the goals of the theory of generative 

phonology based on the criteria of simplicity and generality. Then we moved on to show how 

either of the criteria could be parsimoniously achieved with the use of distinctive features. We 

discussed the structure of a phonological rule and the use of distinctive features in 

characterizing possible and natural classes of sounds. It was also shown how unnatural and 

impossible phonological rules and classes of sounds could be explained as owing to the 

difficulty in specifying them in terms of a set of distinctive features. For lack of space and 

succinctness of the discussion of the other aspects of rule formalism- brackets, Greek variables 

and elementary mathematical symbols, you are advised to go through the reading material 

recommended.  

 

 

 


